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ABSTRACT

An evaluation of precipitation and evapotranspiration simulated by mesoscale models is carried out within the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) program. Six models performed simulations of a mesoscale convective system (MCS) observed to cross part of West Africa in August 2005. Initial and boundary conditions are found to significantly control the locations of rainfall at synoptic scales as simulated with either mesoscale or global models. When initialized and forced at their boundaries by the same analysis, all models forecast a westward-moving rainfall structure, as observed by satellite products. However, rainfall is also forecast at other locations where none was observed, and the nighttime northward propagation of rainfall is not well reproduced. There is a wide spread in the rainfall rates across simulations, but also among satellite products.

The range of simulated meridional fluctuations of evapotranspiration (E) appears reasonable, but E displays an overly strong zonal symmetry. Offline land surface modeling and surface energy budget considerations show that errors in the simulated E are not simply related to errors in the surface evaporative fraction, and involve the significant impact of cloud cover on the incoming surface shortwave flux.

The use of higher horizontal resolution (a few km) enhances the variability of precipitation, evapotranspiration, and precipitable water (PW) at the mesoscale. It also leads to a weakening of the daytime precipitation, less evapotranspiration, and smaller PW amounts. The simulated MCS propagates farther northward and somewhat faster within an overall drier atmosphere. These changes are associated with a strengthening of the links between PW and precipitation.

1. Introduction

At the present time, large-scale model simulations of rainfall over West Africa suffer from major weaknesses, in both numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems...
(Agustí-Panareda et al. 2009) and climate general circulation models (Hourdin et al. 2010). In particular, mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are still poorly handled by large-scale models (e.g. Lebel et al. 2000). This is of concern because MCSs are major contributors to the rainfall amounts over West Africa (Mathon et al. 2002), where they lead to local flooding every year. Conversely, droughts are largely explained by a reduction in the number of MCSs in a season (Le Barbé et al. 2002). Also specific to West Africa is the difficulty encountered by large-scale models in reproducing the strong climatological gradient of rainfall observed in the Sahel, on the order of 1 mm km⁻¹ (Le Barbé and Lebel 1997).

Even beyond the representation of MCSs, a proper simulation of rainfall and surface evapotranspiration, together with atmospheric water transport, is required for an accurate estimation of water budgets (e.g.; Drusch and Viterbo 2007). Such estimates, therefore, require the modeling of atmospheric processes and land–ocean–atmosphere interactions over a range of temporal and spatial scales. For example, the diurnal cycle of solar radiation over West Africa is responsible for very significant diurnal modulations of atmospheric convection, whether dry, moist, shallow, or deep precipitating (Mohr 2004; Laing et al. 2008). This modulation highlights the important role of interactions between surface and atmospheric processes at this time scale. Similarly, a single MCS, with a spatial scale ranging from tens to hundreds of kilometers, interacts with larger scales through its motion across several hundred kilometers over West Africa.

Global forecast models have a typical gridbox width of several tens of kilometers and, consequently, are able to partly resolve only the largest MCSs. As a result, most MCS processes are represented in these large-scale models by subgrid parameterizations. Our current understanding of these processes is limited and this affects the formulation and basic concepts underlying their parameterizations. For instance, the major impact of cold pools on MCS life cycles, via their influences on further convective triggering and MCS propagation, is well recognized (Houze and Betts 1981; Corfidi 2003). However, a comprehensive formulation of cold pools is still to be introduced into parameterizations (Bukovsky et al. 2006). In fact, the impacts of these crude representations of processes on the simulated water budget are not well known. They are likely to vary among large-scale models, which each implements a different set of subgrid parameterizations.

More recently, advances in computing resources have allowed mesoscale modeling to become an effective and practical tool for studying MCSs over West Africa (Diongue et al. 2002), as well as the West African monsoon over longer time scales (Gallée et al. 2004). By “mesoscale modeling” here, we specifically mean atmospheric numerical modeling with a resolution ranging from a few to a few tens of kilometers. For grid spacing larger than a few kilometers, such models still require a parameterization of convection because deep, precipitating convective cells remain subgrid phenomena. A number of studies have pointed to a strong sensitivity of the modeled precipitation to the convective parameterization, even within such finer-resolution frameworks (e.g.; Guichard et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2001; Jankov et al. 2005; Done et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2006). The main difference is that MCSs are at least partly resolved by mesoscale models, while they are not impacted by large-scale models.

From this perspective, mesoscale models may be more appropriate than large-scale models for studying hydrology. This raises other issues though, as discussed by Davis et al. (2003) and Moncrieff and Liu (2006) for simulations over North America using horizontal resolutions of about 10 to a few 10s of kilometers. It is currently unknown how accurately mesoscale models depict water budgets over West Africa, and how they compare to each other in their simulations of individual MCSs. This study aims to document this issue using results from an intercomparison of mesoscale models conducted within the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) program (Redelsperger et al. 2006). The study focuses on the simulation of an observed MCS from 28 to 29 August 2005. The main objective is to evaluate and discuss some important components of the associated water budgets from the mesoscale to the synoptic scale.

**FIG. 1.** (a) Latitude–time diagram of PW (shaded) and 3-h cumulative rainfall (isolines, 2 and 5 mm) averaged over 10°W–20°E for a 7-day period centered on 28 Aug 2005, and average longitude–time Hovmöller diagrams of (b) rainfall (shaded) and meridional wind at 700 hPa [contour interval (CI) of 2.5 m s⁻¹], (c) wind speed (shaded) and meridional wind at 925 hPa (CI of 2.5 m s⁻¹, note that the 0 m s⁻¹ isocountour is dotted), (d) PW tendency (shaded) and meridional wind at 700 hPa, and (e) PW and rainfall (isolines). In (b)–(e) an average over 7°N–16°N is shown. PW and wind fields are from the 6-h ECMWF analysis, and rainfall corresponds to the 3-h TRMM product. In (d), the PW tendency at time t corresponds to $PW(t + 12 h) - PW(t - 12 h)$, this filters out diurnal fluctuations that are known to be of limited accuracy in NWP analyses over Africa (Bock et al. 2007).
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The models and simulations are presented in section 3. The satellite products used to characterize the MCSs and their accuracies are presented and discussed in section 4. Simulated rainfall and evapotranspiration fields are then compared and evaluated in section 5. Additional diagnostics and further analyses are carried out in sections 6 and 7 using a set of simulations by a single mesoscale model.

2. The case study

Our case study focuses on 28–29 August 2005, a period during which moist convection developed and propagated over West Africa in the form of a succession of MCSs that provided rainfall across a wide area. It occurred during the period of the AMMA “2005 dry-run exercise,” which involved several NWP centers. A more observationally based characterization of the 28–29 August 2005 case study can be found in Peugeot et al. (2007). At synoptic scale, this day coincides with the end of a relatively dry phase [lower amounts of precipitable water (PW) and rainfall; see Fig. 1a] and the start of a period of enhanced African westerly wave activity, as captured by time–longitude diagrams of meridional wind at 700 hPa (Fig. 1b). According to several satellite precipitation products, this involved significant coupling with moist convection (Fig. 1b), which is seen as a coherent band of rainfall that develops from east to west in the 700-hPa easterlies [such a scenario is reported in several previous studies; e.g., Redelsperger et al. (2002)]. This synoptic structure was possibly helpful in providing some large-scale control to the simulations of rainfall, as suggested by Söhne et al. (2008); furthermore, this would be consistent with Liu et al. (2006). In contrast, the development of daytime convection during 27 August was widespread but gave rise to fairly weak evening rainfall amounts (Fig. 1b). Nevertheless, the dynamics of the lower levels is dominated by a strong diurnal cycle over West Africa (e.g.; Parker et al. 2005; Peyrillé et al. 2007; Lothon et al. 2008), as illustrated for this period in Fig. 1c, which shows a nighttime maximum of the monsoon flow. In addition, the last days of the period are characterized by an overall enhancement of the low-level winds.

The links between PW, 700-hPa meridional winds, and rainfall are not very well known at this scale. Figure 1d shows that PW increases significantly as the meridional wind is northerly at 700 hPa. This involves large PW fluctuations occurring primarily below 700 hPa, in agreement with Couvreux et al. (2010). In addition, fluctuations of PW are less tightly related to the low-level monsoon flow than when observed prior to the monsoon onset (Couvreux et al. 2010). Indeed, evapotranspiration and precipitation are expected to become more
important drivers of PW fluctuations during the monsoon than prior to its onset, when moisture advection dominates the water budget. Here, it is the PW variability that seems to be enhanced as the synoptic activity becomes more important during and after the major 28–29 August rainfall sequence. PW remains then higher throughout the Sahel (Fig. 1a). Some maxima of PW coincide with rainfall, for instance, on 28 August around 8°E (Fig. 1e) and on 26 August at 13°N (Fig. 1a). Other local maxima occur the day after rainfall, for instance, on 29 August at 5°E (Fig. 1e) and at 13°N (Fig. 1a). Both features are in fact commonly seen during the monsoon season and are also diagnosed using analyses from other NWP models and other rainfall products (not shown).

Thus, this summary points to strong but varied links between the dynamics, rainfall, and precipitable water. These links are, however, only marginally captured by the 6-hourly sampling of NWP analyses.

In Fig. 2, the location of the case study within the 27–29 August time interval is presented using satellite-based estimates of rainfall and surface incoming solar flux, together with the latent heat flux (LE) derived from these products with land surface modeling (Boone et al. 2009); see section 4 (and Table 3) for further details on these products. According to these estimates, the 24-h rainfall and evapotranspiration (E) display high and related variability from one day to the next. Links between the rainfall and subsequent LE patterns are obvious but varied. For instance, the extended LE minimum centered around 8°N, 10°E in the lower-right sector on 28 August is related to the wide cloud cover of a complex MCS that affected the area during daytime and...
produced the rainfall patterns labeled \(a\) and \(b\) in Fig. 2f. Conversely, the westward extent of the largest 28 August rainfall pattern (label \(c\)) coincides with an overall increase in the surface latent heat flux through the next day (Fig. 2h). This local maximum is also largely shaped by the spatial structure of the surface incoming solar radiation (Fig. 2g).

Figure 3 reproduces the 24-h rainfall fields simulated by some of the global operational forecast models that participated to the 2005 dry-run exercise, together with the rainfall estimate of version 2.0 of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Climate Prediction Center (NOAA/CPC) African rainfall estimation algorithm, referred to as CPC-RFE2, which is available from the associated Web site. The spread in location and magnitude of the rainfall is large among the forecasts. It is also representative of the differences noted each day among forecasts during the period of the dry-run exercise. The Action de Recherche à Petite et Grande Echelle (ARPEGE) model and the Unified Model (UM) are qualitatively similar to each other in terms of the locations of the rainfall maxima. They both predict an elongated southwest–northeast structure, from the Guinean coast to Lake Chad, as well as more isolated maxima (e.g., over southern Niger). A similar elongated structure is also present in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) forecast, but it weakens significantly toward the northeast, and more rainfall is predicted over Nigeria. In this respect, the ECMWF forecast follows more closely the satellite rainfall estimate.

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) simulation lies between the two scenarios mentioned above, but it also predicts high rainfall rates over wide areas such as the maximum centered on the Nigerian southwest–northeast structure. They both predict an elongated structure, from the Guinean coast to Lake Chad, as well as more isolated maxima (e.g., over southern Niger). A similar elongated structure is also present in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) forecast, but it weakens significantly toward the northeast, and more rainfall is predicted over Nigeria. In this respect, the ECMWF forecast follows more closely the satellite rainfall estimate.

Table 1. Summary table of models and simulation setups. D1 refers to the largest domain of the simulation and D2 to the inner, higher-resolution, nested domain implemented in some simulations. Note that the main references provided below cannot account for more recent advances in parameterizations implemented within these models. KF refers to the Kain–Fritsch convection scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1990), implemented with various modifications in BOLAM (KF_m1) and MesoNH (KF_m2). Here, T refers to the Tiedtke scheme. In COSMO, it is implemented with the moisture convergence closure \(_{MC}\) of Tiedtke (1989), while in ECMWF IFS, a CAPE closure is used (Gregory et al. 2000). BMJ refers to the Betts–Miller–Janjic scheme (Betts and Miller 1986; Janjic 1994), and GR to the convection scheme designed by Gregory and Rowntree (1990).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model acronym</th>
<th>BOLAM</th>
<th>COSMO</th>
<th>MesoNH</th>
<th>PROMES</th>
<th>WRF</th>
<th>MOUM</th>
<th>ECMWF IFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Names of modelers</td>
<td>E. Orlandi</td>
<td>J. Sander</td>
<td>N. Asencio</td>
<td>M. Garvert</td>
<td>B. Lamptey</td>
<td>X. Cui</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (D1) (km)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location D1</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>4°E</td>
<td>0°W</td>
<td>8°N</td>
<td>12°W</td>
<td>14°E</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size D1 (km)</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>2640</td>
<td>8400</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nesting</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (D2) (km)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>3012</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size D2 (km)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>5800</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>1460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Models, simulations, and outputs

The forecasts presented above were obtained with operational global models. Simulations discussed below are performed with mesoscale models. Differences that will be found among them are to be linked to the models that are used, including their parameterizations as well as their initial and boundary conditions. One must keep in mind that a proper simulation in such a configuration is still very challenging: the observed fields result from a chain of processes differing in their nature and scales, several of which are known to be crudely treated. For instance, in the present case, the contribution of surface evapotranspiration fluxes to the atmospheric water budget is controlled by soil moisture, precipitation, and also
notably by clouds, via their impacts on the incoming shortwave radiation. It is nevertheless useful to characterize the range of variations among simulations and their departures from observational products.

Table 1 summarizes the information on the models that participated in the exercise and their configurations for this simulation. Six models simulated the case study: the Bologna Limited-Area Model (BOLAM); the Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) model, formerly known as the Lokal Modell); the Modele Méso-Échelle Nonhydrostatique (MesoNH); the Pronostico a Mesoescala (PROMES) model; the Met Office Unified Model (MOUM); and the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model.

We also include below the results from the global ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS) run in operational mode. This model is of interest in the present study (i) because it has a high spatial resolution of approximately 0.25° × 0.25° in the horizontal and (ii) because it was used to generate initial and boundary conditions for the mesoscale model intercomparison presented in section 5. Note, however, that several aspects of the surface initialization varied between mesoscale models, even if based on the ECMWF surface analysis. Such widely used procedures suffer from known weaknesses with respect to the initialization of both the atmosphere and the surface. However, more advanced methods are still to be assessed. Thus, the present intercomparison is indicative of results that are to be expected from state-of-the-art methodologies.

The numerous sensitivity tests performed within this project are not discussed here. Only results from a few additional MesoNH simulations are used to discuss the sensitivities to the horizontal resolution, boundary conditions, and starting date in sections 7 and 8 (see Table 2).

These mesoscale models all include parameterizations, which vary in complexity, of surface, radiative, turbulent, convective, and cloud processes. The precise

Table 2. Summary table of sensitivity tests performed with MesoNH. MNHEC corresponds to the simulation referred to as MesoNH in Table 1. Note that LOW_RES is the name given to the simulation MNHAT in section 7, for clarity. The analysis mentioned in the last column provides the initial and boundary conditions to the D1 domain. In HIGHRES, the inner domain D2 was maintained until 0000 UTC 29 Aug 2005, and then replaced by D’2 in order to keep the MCS at 4-km resolution as it moves westward.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>MNHEC</th>
<th>MNHAT</th>
<th>MNHAO</th>
<th>MNHAO_2708</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nesting</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D and D’2 (km)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5°–14°N, 4°–20°E</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7°–16°N, 2W–14°E</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size D2 and D’2 (km × km)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1728 × 1080</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 (km)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start time</td>
<td>0000 UTC 28 Aug</td>
<td>0000 UTC 28 Aug</td>
<td>0000 UTC 28 Aug</td>
<td>0000 UTC 28 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>ECMWF</td>
<td>ARPEGE-Tropiques</td>
<td>ARPEGE-Tropiques</td>
<td>ARPEGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary table of satellite rainfall products and evapotranspiration estimates used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>CPC-RFE2</th>
<th>EPSAT-SG</th>
<th>TRMM-3B42RT</th>
<th>ALMIP-Exp2*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spatial resolution (°)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal resolution</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>3 h</td>
<td>3 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ALMIP-Exp2 stands for simulations performed with land surface models used in an offline mode (unlike in the mesoscale simulations) with forcing inputs corresponding to a combination of EPSAT-SG for rainfall, LAND-SAF surface incoming radiative fluxes, and ECMWF analysis and forecast products. The names of the five LSMs considered are given in the last column together with a reference.
sizes of the simulated domains differ among the models, but all cover wide regional-scale areas with a resolution on the order of ten to a few tens of kilometers. Therefore, all of these models made use of convection schemes, which in this study are all of the mass flux form except for WRF (Table 1). Some of the models incorporate a nested domain with a finer spatial resolution. In the cases of WRF (Table 1) and MesoNH (Table 2), no convection scheme is employed within their respective 4-km-grid nested domains.

---

**FIG. 4.** A representation of rainfall propagation as inferred from satellite estimates, here for TRMM-3B42RT. For each 3-h interval, pixels where the rainfall amount is greater than half the mean value over the inner gray rectangle are marked with a symbol. Each 3-h interval is identified by a color, corresponding to the number of hours since 0000 UTC 28 Aug, indicated in the upper gray rectangle with the same color code.

---

**FIG. 5.** (top) Longitude–time and (bottom) latitude–time diagrams of surface rainfall, averaged, respectively, over 7°–16°N and 5°W–10°E. Values above 1 mm are shaded, and darker as rainfall increases, from above 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, to 20 mm and above, for (left) EPSAT-SG and (right) TRMM-3B42RT. The black thick lines delineate the area where the EPSAT-SG rainfall estimate is greater than 2 mm. The y axis corresponds to the time at the end (the centered time) of the 3-h cumulative rainfall for EPSAT-SG (TRMM-3B42RT).
This intercomparison focuses on rainfall and surface evaporation fields, both estimated from observational products and simulated by the mesoscale models. Simulated fields are considered on a 3-hourly average basis (except for MOUM, for which 3-h instantaneous values are used instead). They were provided on the native grid of each model. Where appropriate for subsequent analysis, they have been aggregated to a common latitude–longitude grid of 0.5° × 0.5°.

4. Inferences from observational products

a. Precipitation

Over West Africa, a weather radar network is currently being developed (Lamptey et al. 2009). Rainfall maps are derived from the dense rain gauge networks of the AMMA-Couplage de l’Atmosphère Tropicale et du Cycle Hydrologique (CATCH) sites (e.g., Peugeot et al. 2007) with a high temporal resolution only over areas of the order of 100 km wide. Thus, for an observationally based mapping of rainfall at larger scale, satellite-derived rainfall products constitute a commonly used alternative. Results from three existing satellite-derived rainfall products are presented below: CPC-RFE2, the Estimation des Pluies par Satellite-Seconde Génération (EPSAT-SG), and the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission’s 3B42RT algorithm (TRMM-3B42RT)1 (Table 3). These products were chosen because of their relatively high space and/or time resolutions. According to the EPSAT-SG and TRMM-3B42RT products, which both provide high temporal frequency estimates, a westward-moving rainfall structure entered the area over 7°–16°N, 3°W–10°E from the east on 28 August in the afternoon and crossed its western border on 29 August in the early morning (Fig. 4).

The diagnostic applied in Fig. 4 allows, to some extent, the removal of quantitative differences between the two satellite estimates. Hovmöller diagrams of the rainfall (Fig. 5, top) suggest that local maxima propagated westward somewhat faster than the envelope inferred from Fig. 4. This is consistent with satellite infrared maps, which indicate the generation of new separated deep convective elements ahead of mature convection (not shown). The envelope also propagates about 2° latitude northward between the afternoon and the early morning (Fig. 5, bottom). Cumulative rainfall maps (Fig. 6) indicate a common area affected by rainfall, centered over Nigeria. The location of local extrema is fairly consistent among the three products; however, the amount of rainfall and the structure of the rainfall maps vary substantially. The area of precipitation in EPSAT-SG (Fig. 6a) is more extended than that in TRMM-3B42RT (Fig. 6c), but the rainfall field is smoother with much smaller rainfall maxima, and smaller rainfall amounts on average. The CPC-RFE2 estimate (Fig. 6b) lies in between EPSAT-SG and TRMM-3B42RT and, for this particular 24-h period, it also indicates a maximum of rainfall south of Lake Chad, which is not present in the two other estimates. The time of maximum rainfall varies from late evening in TRMM-3B42RT to early morning with EPSAT-SG (Fig. 5, top). This is possibly related to the distinct latitudinal gradients of rainfall provided by the two products. The similarities between the satellite precipitation products at these relatively short space and time scales indicate aspects of the MCS rainfall that should be reproduced by the models.

b. Surface evapotranspiration

In this study, we take advantage of the results from the AMMA Land Surface Model Intercomparison Project (ALMIP; Boone et al. 2009), which provides estimates of surface evapotranspiration (E) as given by several

---

1 The TRMM-3B42 and TRMM-3B42RT products provide very close results in the present case.
land surface models (LSMs) run in offline mode under a common atmospheric forcing based on observational products. (The data used are those from the ALMIP-Exp2 exercise.) The five LSMs that are currently used in the operational NWP and mesoscale models were selected from the whole ALMIP ensemble for subsequent analysis. A comparison of the 24-h mean evapotranspiration estimates provided by these five LSMs is shown in Fig. 7. The LSMs are consistent with each other in terms of the synoptic structures discussed in section 2 and the meridional gradients. Differences among LSMs mostly concern the range of variation of $E$ values across the domain, and smaller-scale patterns. The revised land surface hydrology version of the Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land (HTESSEL) and the Joint U.K. Land Environment Simulator (JULES) predict the greatest $E$ values and the Noah land surface model and the Organizing Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic Ecosystems (ORCHIDEE) land surface model predict the smallest, while the Interaction Soil–Biome–Atmosphere (ISBA) land surface parameterization scheme lies in between. As discussed in section 2, the spatial structures of these fluxes are strongly shaped by antecedent rainfall and surface incoming solar fluxes, which lead to significant short-term departures from a zonal climatological mean.

These results provide guidance on what is to be expected in terms of agreement between LSMs seeing the same forcing, and thus they help in the interpretation of results obtained when LSMs are part of a coupled land surface–atmosphere mesoscale modeling system.

5. Intercomparison of mesoscale models

On at 0000 UTC 28 August, the synoptic conditions are characterized by fluctuations of thermal instability and precipitable water, which are strongly related to the wave (Fig. 8). The conditions suggest areas where the development of convection could be favored, ahead of the wave trough where both relatively high thermal instability and precipitable water are found (Doswell 1987). This is indeed where the majority of high rainfall amounts are recorded later during that day (small black squares in Fig. 8b and black dots in Fig. 8c). For the most part, convective rainfall occurred in places where the PW was maximal and at locations of higher thermal instability where the PW was still high (Fig. 8c). The ECMWF analysis also indicates more numerous and stronger pockets of positive vertical velocity in the free troposphere together with enhanced low-level convergence in the area (not shown). Nevertheless, vertical velocity is strongly linked to convective processes and displays a very large
variability among the analyses (e.g., Fyfe 1999). Note that high rainfall amounts extend farther westward during the following night as convection is advected by a dominant easterly flow.

On the other hand, the development of convection in mesoscale models typically relies on considerations of instability and/or moisture convergence. Inspection of the results from each mesoscale simulation showed that, indeed, all of the models simulate, as observed, a westward-moving rainfall structure in this area. Differences in their timings are well captured by longitude–time Hovmöller diagrams (Fig. 9, to be compared with Fig. 5, top). An east–west-moving pattern is simulated, with relatively close speeds among the models.

However, it is not always the dominant pattern. Indeed, rainfall is predicted at night to the east of the rainfall line in most models. The rainfall line itself is less well defined in MesoNH, COSMO, and ECMWF IFS. MesoNH and MOUM are also characterized by widespread daytime convection east of 5°E. This pattern of behavior may be linked to the closure of their convection schemes, which induces a fast response to the daytime CAPE increase (e.g., Guichard et al. 2004). On the other hand, the differences in the timing of the rainfall cannot be explained simply by considerations of the closures of the different convection schemes (cf. Table 1; e.g., CAPE versus moisture convergence in COSMO). Overall, one may argue that PROMES and WRF provide the best timing. WRF is also the model that allows for a more explicit representation of deep convection. As will be shown in section 7 though, such high resolution is not the only factor required for a better forecast of the timing and location of the rainfall.

Time–latitude diagrams of rainfall point to the difficulty of all of the models in capturing the nighttime northward propagation of rainfall (Fig. 10). Indeed, rainfall either significantly weakens (e.g., in COSMO) and/or is shifted southward; this latter feature is particularly pronounced in ECMWF IFS.

It is not straightforward to assess the simulated rainfall amounts, given the uncertainties affecting the observational products (Fig. 6). The latter suggest that the 24-h rainfall rates are too low in WRF and PROMES, too high in BOLAM and COSMO, and too widespread in MesoNH, ECMWF, and MOUM (Fig. 11).

These results illustrate the current limitations of models in terms of rainfall forecasts over West Africa. Given the actual spreads among the simulations, they cannot be simply and exclusively related to inaccuracies in the representation of MCS motions.

Simulated surface evapotranspiration rates ($E$) also display distinct ranges and spatial structures (Fig. 12). They are related in various ways to the daytime rainfall field. For instance, in MesoNH, the daytime $V$-shaped $E$ minimum south of 10°N is linked to the occurrence of daytime convection, notably through the associated cloud solar shadowing effect, while the $E$ maxima north of 16°N are due to an enhancement of the evaporative fraction and a reduction of the surface outgoing longwave radiation following the rainfall simulated in the early morning, over an area where solar incoming radiation is strong (not shown).

Differences among the simulations are, however, not fully accounted for by such considerations. Differences in the physics are required to explain the distinct
magnitudes and latitudinal gradients found among the runs. This involves surface, turbulence, cloud, and convection schemes, but also includes the details of the initialization procedures, for example, of soil moisture. More diagnostics are needed to elucidate this point, as will be addressed in sections 5 and 6.

The rainiest simulation (BOLAM) has the largest evapotranspiration rate, while the least rainy (PROMES) has the smallest evapotranspiration rate. However, the differences in simulated evapotranspiration alone do not account for the differences in atmospheric water budgets over the 7°–16°N, 3°W–10°E area. Indeed, the rainfall varies much more across the models than do the evapotranspiration rates. At first order, differences in rainfall account for the very distinct atmospheric circulations and moisture advection indicated by the magnitudes of $P - E$ at this scale (Table 4).

MesoNH and ECMWF IFS provide a coherent zonal band of $E$ maxima (Figs. 12b and 12e), which does not weaken enough to the east nor to the south according to the ALMIP LSM runs (Fig. 7). This latter feature is well captured by PROMES, but the western maximum is not. WRF is relatively close to PROMES apart from the western maximum. However, all the mesoscale models
underestimate the short-term zonal asymmetry indicated by LSMs at the synoptic scale (Fig. 7).

6. Sources of errors in surface evapotranspiration

A comparison of Figs. 12b and 7 shows that the simulation of the 24-h mean $E$ by MesoNH is significantly higher than are the values of $E$ provided by all of the LSMs east of 5°E. A similar conclusion applies to ECMWF-IFS, south of 12°N. Hereafter, additional results from ISBA, which is the LSM implemented in MesoNH, are used to investigate this issue. First, a comparison of the ISBA and MesoNH surface energy budgets implies that the overestimation of $E$ is not explained in terms of the evaporative fraction (not shown). In fact, prior to any considerations of energy partitioning between the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes, the surface net radiative flux is much larger in MesoNH than in ISBA (Fig. 13). The daily mean differences can locally reach more than 200 W m$^{-2}$, and are approximately 70 W m$^{-2}$ on average over the wide area 5°–20°N, 10°W–20°E. The spatial structures of the differences in $R_{\text{net}}$ and in surface incoming solar radiation ($SW_{\text{in}}$) closely match each other (Fig. 14). The difference in $SW_{\text{in}}$ (Fig. 14a) reaches...
about 50 W m$^{-2}$, on average, over 24 h and 5°–20°N, 10°W–20°E. This corresponds to a relative overestimation of 22% and points to a lack of cloudiness. These differences are also stronger in the cloudier southern locations. Typically, a “cold start” is used for such modeling; that is, the initial cloud water and/or cloud fraction are set to 0 (a “clear-sky assumption” that is most often not very realistic). Thus, the lack of a cloud initialization method can play a role in this problem, as suggested by a sensitivity test to the date of start. This leads to differences on the order of 30 W m$^{-2}$ for simulations whose starting times were separated by 24 h (not shown). The particular choice of initial and boundary conditions (i.e., choice of analysis) also affects the cloud field, significantly. Mesoscale simulations using the ARPEGE analysis instead of the ECMWF analysis for the initialization and boundary conditions produce a much cloudier atmosphere (SW$_{in}$ decreases by about 30 W m$^{-2}$). Eventually, some sensitivity to the presence/absence of a higher-resolution nested domain (simulations HIGHRES and LOW_RES discussed in section 7) was noted, even outside the nested domain, in the form of remote influences over the northern Sahel, and their causes need to be investigated.

The differences in the surface energy budgets are further illustrated by scatterplots of daily values of R$_{net}$ versus LE (Fig. 13, bottom). This figure summarizes how higher values of LE in MesoNH are associated with overall higher R$_{net}$ than in ISBA, and how the partitioning of the surface fluxes in MesoNH varies mostly with latitude, while ISBA suggests a significant departure from this meridional-mean structure. In addition, the evaporative fraction is overestimated at the northern locations in MesoNH. This feature is at least partly explained by the behavior of the convection scheme: it produces weak but widespread rainfall during daytime, possibly as a result of triggering criteria that are not well suited for this area.

Fig. 11. (a)–(c) As in Figs. 6a–c, but for mesoscale models. (d) For WRF, outputs were not available on the full domain of the simulation (rectangles filled with a hatched pattern).
Thus, in addition to inaccuracies arising from a currently too approximate initialization of the surface (not discussed here), the initialization of clouds and the physical parameterizations of the mesoscale models play a significant role in the simulation of the evapotranspiration on short time scales.

7. Impacts of resolution: Parameterized versus explicit convection

Rainfall is sensitive to the horizontal resolution of the models, especially when an increase in the horizontal resolution coincides with a change in the treatment of moist precipitating convection, from parameterized (grid mesh larger than about 10 km) to explicit (grid mesh lower than about 5 km).

This issue is documented below with two simulations. The first one, LOW_RES, uses a uniform 10 km × 10 km horizontal grid. The second one, HIGHRES, incorporates a nested domain whose horizontal grid is 4 km × 4 km (Table 2). Both simulations are initialized and forced at their boundaries by the ARPEGE-Tropiques analysis. They forecast close amounts of rainfall, on average, over the inner nested domain (the difference is less than 10% for the 0600–2400 UTC cumulative rainfall total). However, this results from sharply contrasted space and time distributions of rainfall.

As mentioned above, the convection scheme is responsible for weak but widespread rainfall that starts falling early in LOW_RES and affects most of the domain in LOW_RES. This is still the case in the early afternoon (Fig. 15b). In HIGHRES, the amount of rain is 20% less for this 3-h period, but it is also much more concentrated in space (Fig. 15f); this pattern results from daytime convection and from a growing MCS centered around 12°N, 14°E. Precipitable water displays well-defined patterns

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 7, but for mesoscale models. For (a) BOLAM and (d) WRF, outputs were not available on the full domain of the simulation (rectangles filled with a hatched pattern).

Table 4. The 24-h cumulative rainfall (P) and evapotranspiration (E) over 7°–16°N, 3°W–10°E. Here, P – E provides an estimate of the atmospheric water vapor advection minus the PW tendency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bolam</th>
<th>MesoNH</th>
<th>PROMES</th>
<th>WRF</th>
<th>COSMO</th>
<th>EPSAT-SG</th>
<th>RFE2</th>
<th>TRMM</th>
<th>LSM</th>
<th>ISBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P (mm)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (mm)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P – E (mm)</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
related to these convective phenomena, with a band of maximum PW ahead of the MCS and a significant drying in its wake, and smaller-scale variability farther south (Fig. 15e). In contrast, PW patterns fluctuate less in time in LOW_RES (cf. Figs. 15a and 15c). They are in fact closely linked to the important orographic features of the region, which comprises the Adamawa, Jos Plateau, and Mandara Mountains (PW decreases at higher elevation; see Fig. 15j). The land surface is indeed much flatter farther west. The area north of 10°N is drier in the evening (Fig. 15c compared to Fig. 15a), but the drying associated with the passage of the MCS is much stronger in HIGHRES (Figs. 15e and 15g). The imprint of the orography is not absent from HIGHRES but it combines with other significant and rapidly changing factors.

Rainfall starts later, and is also shifted to the north, by a few degrees, in HIGHRES compared to LOW_RES. This is well captured by latitude–time diagrams (Figs. 16a and 16b). The MCS that develops in both simulations moves faster in HIGHRES, although this difference is not so apparent in the rainfall Hovmöller diagrams (Figs. 16c and 16d); the MCS rainfall pattern becomes in fact more dominant later in the night and displays time-varying tilts and several local maxima (not shown). Figure 16c indicates that the band of maximum rainfall is preceded by moistening ahead (thick isolines), and followed by an overall drying in HIGHRES. In LOW_RES,
Fig. 15. (left) Instantaneous PW fields and (right) 3-h cumulative rainfall in LOW_RES (top two rows) and HIGHRES (bottom two rows) in the afternoon (first and third rows) and evening (second and fourth rows), and (i) orography.
PW displays a first daytime maximum east of 10°E at around 1400 UTC (Fig. 16d). This PW maximum closely matches the rainfall in Fig. 16d, but is associated with a maximum around 12°N (Fig. 16b), which follows the rainfall, instead of the earlier and more northern maximum obtained in HIGHRES (at 1300 UTC; see Fig. 16a). By midnight, the atmosphere has evolved into a moister state in LOW_RES. PW is higher (lower) than at 0600 UTC in LOW_RES (HIGHRES). This occurs despite the cumulative rainfall being 1 mm higher in LOW_RES compared to HIGHRES.

The early and widespread rainfall simulated in LOW_RES is associated with stronger evapotranspiration from a wetter surface. In both simulations, \( E \) accounts for a significant water vapor input into the atmosphere during daytime, reaching more than 3 mm at 1600 UTC on average (Fig. 17a). At 1000 UTC, the cumulative evapotranspiration is relatively close in the two simulations, but within 4 h, it becomes about 0.5 mm higher in LOW_RES. In this case, however, the difference is not directly linked to differences in \( R_{\text{net}} \): the cumulative \( R_{\text{net}} \) values are close in the simulations and the sensible heat flux is indeed higher in HIGHRES over the whole latitude band (Fig. 17a, curves on the right). Consistently, scatterplots of \( H \) versus LE and \( R_{\text{net}} \) versus LE highlight changes in the partitioning of the surface heat fluxes between LOW_RES and HIGHRES. More energy is converted into sensible heating at the surface, even though the latent heat flux still dominates over most of the area (Fig. 17b). Such a change is large enough to induce an enhancement of the simulated daytime convective boundary layer activity, with higher, warmer, and drier mixed layers in the afternoon, outside of areas perturbed by precipitating convection. As this surface-induced change takes place at a time of the day when the low-level winds are the weakest (e.g., Fig. 1c), its influence on the atmosphere remains more directly linked to the surface below.

Thus, differences in the rainfall, PW, and diurnal cycle point to interactions among processes being more favored at smaller scales, typically on the order of 10 to a few 10s of kilometers, when the representation of moist precipitating processes changes from parameterized (LOW_RES) to explicit (HIGHRES).

8. Impacts of initial and boundary conditions

The 24-h maps of rainfall over the whole simulated area illustrate the qualitative agreement of the models at a larger, regional scale, in terms of rainfall occurrence
(Fig. 18). As pointed out in section 4, all the mesoscale simulations forecast, as observed, a westward-moving rainfall structure over the area 7°–16°N, 3°W–10°E. All of the models were also initialized and forced at their boundaries by the same NWP analysis.

Sensitivity tests to this factor show that it represents an important aspect of synoptic conditioning. Additional simulations were performed with mesoNH, by alternatively using analyses from the ECMWF and ARPEGE operational and ARPEGE-Tropiques² forecast systems, referred to respectively as MNHEC, ...
MNHAO, and MNHAT (Table 2). A 10-km horizontal grid was employed for these three simulations, which made use of a convective parameterization. The northeast–southwest-elongated rainfall structure forecast by ARPEGE (Fig. 19c) is also simulated in MNHAO (Fig. 19d). It was weaker to the northeast in ARPEGE-Tropiques, and it is also weaker in MNHAT (Figs. 19f and 19g). To the west, and north of 10°N, the suppressed area is modulated accordingly; that is, it is less pronounced in MNHAO and MNHAT than in MNHEC (Figs. 19b), in the same way as in ARPEGE and ARPEGE-Tropiques compared to the ECMWF forecast (Fig. 19a). This conclusion is supported by visual inspection of the 24-h rainfall fields from simulations performed by the U.K. and NCEP mesoscale models initialized and forced at their boundaries by U.K. UM and NCEP global models. It is also in agreement with results obtained for the other days of the dry-run period (not shown).

The differences between MNHEC and MNHAT can be related to systematic differences in the synoptic environment depicted by the ARPEGE-Tropiques and ECMWF analyses. The amplitude of the meridional wind fluctuations is higher in ARPEGE-Tropiques; PW is also larger (especially to the east in the present case). Overall, these differences in the synoptic structure result in an eastward shift on longitude–time diagrams (Figs. 20a and 20b). Convection developed more eastwardly in MNHAT compared to MNHEC; it was also stronger. Generally, comparisons of ECMWF and ARPEGE-Tropiques (or ARPEGE) indicated a reasonable correspondence of the synoptic dynamical structures, from the height of the
tropical easterly jet (TEJ) around 200 mb to the height of the African easterly jet (AEJ) around 600–700 mb. The differences were more significant in the lower levels, in terms of convective boundary layer height, low-level nocturnal jet height and speed, water vapor, and vertical velocity. Consequently, convective indexes such as CAPE or convective inhibition (CIN) can differ markedly among the two analyses. The analyses of surface properties are also quite distinct. The ARPEGE analysis depicts a moister and more convectively unstable atmosphere. This probably plays a role in the simulation of daytime convection and total rainfall amount. However, the differing locations of the MCS rainfall at synoptic scale often appear to be tied to the initial synoptic structures and vertical velocity fields provided by the analyses.

This synoptic control is relatively short lived however (in agreement with Thorncroft et al. 2003), and the physics of the model can imprint more significantly the rainfall field for longer durations of the simulation. An example is provided by MNHAO_2708; this simulation is similar to MNHAO except that it started 24 h before (0000 UTC 27 August 2005; see Table 2). The broad northeast–southwest-elongated structure is still forecast in MNHAO_2708 (Fig. 19e to be compared with Fig. 19d). However, the westward extension of rainfall over Nigeria is even more restricted than in MNHAO. In addition, the unrealistic occurrence of widespread weak

FIG. 19. Same as in Fig. 18 but forecast (left) by the global models ECMWF, ARPEGE, and ARPEGE-Tropiques; (middle) by MesoNH simulations using, respectively, ECMWF, ARPEGE, and ARPEGE-Tropiques analyses for the initial and boundary conditions (MNHEC, MNHAO, and MNHAT). (c) Using ARPEGE analyses but starting 1 day earlier (MNHAO_2708) and (h) using ARPEGE-Tropiques but with high-resolution nested domains (HIGHRES). Figures on the left side have been adapted from original figures available on the 2005 dry-run Web site.
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rainfall rates forecast in MNHAO is significantly reduced in MNHAO_2708. This points to a spindown issue, which is independent of the choice of analysis (MNHAO, MNHAT, and MNHEC similarly forecast unrealistic, widespread weak rainfall), and reflects weaknesses in the physical parameterizations of the model.

Eventually, the use of a finer, 4 km × 4 km, grid on part of the domain, which allows a more explicit representation of moist convection, has a major impact on the rainfall field characteristics. This concerns its western and northern extents, which can be related to the MCS trajectory, but also the spatial scales of the rainfall distribution (Fig. 19h to be compared to Fig. 19g). Eventually at larger scale, it results in much stronger fluctuations of the meridional wind and PW, which propagate westward with time (Figs. 20b and 20c). This reflects major differences in the simulation of the interactions between mesoscale and synoptic-scale processes.

9. Conclusions and perspectives

A first evaluation of rainfall and evapotranspiration fields simulated by mesoscale models over West Africa has been performed within AMMA. Six mesoscale models participated in the exercise (BOLAM, MesoNH, PROMES, WRF, COSMO, and MOUM), which focuses on an observed MCS case study. Three-hourly cumulative rainfall and surface evapotranspiration have been intercompared and evaluated with rainfall satellite products and estimates from offline land surface models [as part of ALMIP; Boone et al. (2009)].

Mesoscale simulations initialized and forced at their boundaries by the ECMWF analysis all successfully forecast a westward-moving rainfall structure crossing an area more than 1000 km wide, as observed by satellite products and simulated by the ECMWF IFS. The simulated timings and speeds of the westward motion of the MCS are often not very accurate, and this is of concern. However, perhaps as important are the facts that (i) for most simulations using a convection scheme significant rainfall amounts are also forecast at locations it did not rain and (ii) the latitudinal locations of the rainfall vary between models. There is a wide spread in the simulated rainfall rates, but also among the rainfall satellite products. This indicates the need for more accurate rainfall products to properly evaluate the simulated rainfall rates at the mesoscale.

In the varied coupled surface–atmosphere frameworks provided by the six mesoscale models, the simulated E fields exhibited a large spread. They departed significantly from the five, much closer estimates provided by offline LSM runs at synoptic scale. The magnitude of the zonal asymmetry implied by LSMs for this case study is not well simulated, and this appears to be a common weakness of the mesoscale models. However, the differences with the LSMs need to be examined further on an individual model basis. Surface energy budget considerations point to the significance of cloudiness (in addition to surface initialization issues and simulated rainfall) as a source of departure of the mesoscale models from the LSM results. Mean differences with satellite shortwave incoming radiative flux estimates over 24 h can be as large as 50 W m⁻² (about 20%), on average, over areas several hundreds of kilometers wide. It is likely that the “cold start” approach to model initialization plays a role in this result (Söhne et al. 2008).

More broadly, the initial and boundary conditions appear to significantly control the locations of the simulated rainfall fields at the synoptic scale for 1–2-day forecasts. In this respect, it appears that the selection of the ECMWF analysis for initializing and forcing mesoscale models at their boundaries was a reasonable choice, even though it was dictated by practical considerations. The spatial structures of the initial thermal instability and moisture amount, which are linked to the wave phase, were found to be related to subsequent rainfall. Differences in the precise structures and values of these fields were associated with significant changes in the simulated rainfall field, in terms of location and amount predicted by a given model.

Sensitivity studies suggest that an explicit treatment of moist convection over part of the simulated domain cannot, by itself, correct for weaknesses in an analysis, even though it significantly modifies the rainfall distribution, the trajectory, and the propagation speed of an MCS. Indeed, such simulations are able to represent MCSs over West Africa that share many similarities with observed ones, as shown by Diongue et al. (2002). In the present case, it is also shown that an explicit representation of moist convection favors stronger interactions among surface and atmospheric processes at smaller scales, and is associated with both a drier atmosphere and lower evapotranspiration rates.

The spectacular enhancement of sounding data available in summer 2006 during the largest AMMA field campaign (Parker et al. 2008) made it possible to generate analyses and reanalyses (Agusti-Panareda et al. 2009) of a quality that was probably never achieved in the past. Furthermore, the large amount of data collected during this period (Lebel et al. 2010) ensures the possibility for advanced validations of models. Therefore, the association of high quality analyses, high-resolution mesoscale modeling, and independent data for validation will help

3 That is, an initially cloud-free atmosphere is assumed.
advance our understanding of MCS life cycles over West Africa. This should eventually translate into improvements in the forecasting of rainfall associated with these convective systems.
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